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Battery algorithms play a vital role in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles
(PHEVs), extended-range electric vehicles (EREVs), and electric vehicles (EVs). The energy management
of hybrid and electric propulsion systems needs to rely on accurate information on the state of the battery
in order to determine the optimal electric drive without abusing the battery.

In this study, a cell-level hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) system is used to verify and develop state of charge
(SOC) and power capability predictions of embedded battery algorithms for various vehicle applications.
attery algorithm
ardware-in-the-loop
tate of charge
ower capability
ithium-ion battery
ithium iron phosphate battery

Two different batteries were selected as representative examples to illustrate the battery algorithm verifi-
cation and development procedure. One is a lithium-ion battery with a conventional metal oxide cathode,
which is a power battery for HEV applications. The other is a lithium-ion battery with an iron phosphate
(LiFePO4) cathode, which is an energy battery for applications in PHEVs, EREVs, and EVs.

The battery cell HIL testing provided valuable data and critical guidance to evaluate the accuracy of
the developed battery algorithms, to accelerate battery algorithm future development and improvement,

tric v
and to reduce hybrid/elec

. Introduction

Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehi-
les (PHEVs), extended-range electric vehicles (EREVs), and electric
ehicles (EVs) are emerging as important personal transportation
ptions for petroleum displacement and energy diversification.
ybrid and electric propulsion systems offer superior well-

o-wheel energy efficiency and significantly reduced vehicle
missions, particularly critical in this era of elevated demand
or energy security and heightened concern over global warm-
ng.

The energy storage system is the key component and enabler to
uture hybrid and electric propulsion systems. Battery algorithms
lay a vital role in hybrid and electric vehicle applications, since
he accuracy of battery algorithms have a significant impact on the
nergy efficiency and the battery’s life. The energy management of
ybrid and electric propulsion systems needs to rely on accurate
nformation on the state of the battery (such as how much energy
s left in the battery and how much power the battery can discharge
r charge) in order to determine the optimal electric drive without
busing the battery.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 586 9865679; fax: +1 586 9860176.
E-mail address: yongsheng.he@gm.com (Y. He).
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ehicle system development time and costs.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Battery algorithms consist of state of charge (SOC) estimation,
power capability prediction, and state of health (SOH) indication
in general. The determination of SOC and power capability of a
battery may be a problem of varying complexity depending on
the battery type and on the application in which battery is used.
When a battery algorithm is developed, it is necessary to test its
accuracy, robustness, and other performance under real operating
conditions. However, it is very challenging to test and verify the
developed battery algorithm at the early development stage due to
limited resources and time frame. In addition, usually the develop-
ment vehicle may not be built and the energy management strategy
may not be developed at this stage.

The hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) has been extensively used in the
automotive industry for component development and rapid pro-
totyping. Usually the target component in development is tested
within a modeled system environment that reproduces the condi-
tions under which the component will operate. With system-level
requirements taken into consideration, HIL testing significantly
reduces the time and costs of system-level integration and trouble-
shooting later in the development cycle.

In this study, HIL testing is used to verify and develop bat-

tery algorithms for applications in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs),
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), extended-range electric
vehicles (EREVs), and electric vehicles (EVs). The focus of this study
is to test and verify the embedded battery algorithms under the
near real vehicle operating conditions. The battery HIL testing

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:yongsheng.he@gm.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.11.036
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rovides valuable data and critical guidance to evaluate the accu-
acy of the developed battery algorithms and to accelerate battery
lgorithm future development and improvement. This will allow
utomotive manufacturers to accelerate hybrid/electric vehicle
ystem overall development and to reduce hybrid/electric vehicle
evelopment costs.

. Battery algorithms

Battery algorithms used in this study are greatly simplified
attery equivalent circuit models, which have been shown to be
ne of effective ways to represent the battery system for vehi-
le applications [1–7]. Fig. 1(a) shows a reduced order model of
highly-distributed equivalent circuit, which consists of high-

requency ohmic resistance (Rohm), charge transfer resistance (Rct),
ouble layer capacitance (Cdl), diffusion resistance (Rdiff), and dif-
usion capacitance (Cdiff).

As shown in Eq. (1), the terminal voltage (V) is a sum of
pen-circuit voltage Voc (including thermodynamic voltage Vo and
ysteresis voltage VH), ohmic voltage (Vohm = I·Rohm), double layer
oltage (Vdl), and diffusion voltage (Vdiff).

= Voc + I · Rohm + Vdl + Vdiff (1)

here Vdl and Vdiff are determined from the following differential
quations:

dVdl

dt
+ 1

Cdl · Rct
Vdl = I

Cdl
(2)

dVdiff

dt
+ 1

C · R
Vdiff = I

C
(3)
diff diff diff

When the diffusion is ignored for some batteries such as the con-
entional lithium-ion battery, the battery equivalent circuit model
s simplified to be a RC circuit without Rdiff and Cdiff as shown
n Fig. 1(b). For other batteries such as the nickel metal hydride

Fig. 1. Battery equivalent circuit models.
Fig. 2. Schematic of battery HIL testing setup and battery algorithm verification
procedure.

(NiMH) battery and the lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) lithium-
ion battery, the diffusion is critical and need to be addressed. In this
case, the battery equivalent circuit model with six parameters (Voc,
Rohm, Rct, Cdl, Rdiff, Cdiff) as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) can be used.

Using only quantities from previous and present time-steps,
weighted recursive least-squares (WRLS) algorithm [4,5] was
employed and proven highly effective to extract model parame-
ters online. The hysteresis voltage VH is not significant and could
be ignored for lead-acid and conventional lithium-ion batteries. In
the case of NiMH batteries, VH must be taken into consideration
and can be adaptively determined [5,6].

There are three important outputs from battery algorithms:
state of charge (SOC), power capability, and state of health (SOH).
This study focuses on the verification of SOC and power capability
predictions of the battery algorithms.

SOC indicates the available energy stored in the battery. Gen-
erally, SOC can be estimated from current-based or voltage-based
approaches. The current-based SOC (SOCAh) is estimated from the
history of currents seen by the battery and calculated by coulomb
integration. The voltage-based SOC (SOCV) is directly correlated to
the open-circuit voltage Voc that is described by a modified Nernst
equation [6].

For better predictive accuracy, a weighted sum of SOCAh and
SOCV was used in the battery algorithms, as shown in Eq. (4):

SOC = w · SOCAh + (1 − w) · SOCV (4)

where SOCAh is the stabilization signal, SOCV is used as a correction
signal, w is the weighting factor.

The power capability of a battery is how much power the battery
can discharge or charge. The power capability can be approximated
using the constant-voltage analytic solution [7], as given in Eq. (5):

P = V(V − V0)
Rohm + Rct

+ V
(

V − Vinit

Rohm
+ Iinit − V − V0

Rohm + Rct

)

× exp
[
−

(
Rohm + Rct

RohmRctCdl

)
· t

]
(5)

3. Battery HIL

Fig. 2 shows a general schematic of the setup for the battery
HIL testing. The HIL system consists of a cycler, the battery (a cell,
a module, or a pack) to be tested, a thermal chamber to control
the temperature of the battery, and a HIL controller to coordinate
commands and interactions of all components.

In this study, the cell-level HIL system is implemented and used
in order to rapidly compare the performance of various battery cells
and effectively evaluate the accuracy of battery algorithms, which
are critical for component design very early in the development

cycle. Compared with the pack-level HIL, the cell-level HIL is more
effective to verify and develop battery algorithms because it avoids
introducing pack-level complexity and system issues such as cell-
to-cell variations and abuse concerns associated with the complete
pack.
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Table 1
Specifications of the conventional lithium-ion battery cell.

Nominal voltage (V) 3.6
Nominal capacity (Ah) 4.5
Nominal power (W) 500
Peak current (A) 200
Maximum operating voltage (V) 4.1

cycle, which were added to verify the power capability predictions
by the battery algorithm.

The conventional lithium-ion battery cell was tested on the HIL
bench, the SOC and the power capabilities of the battery were
Y. He et al. / Journal of Powe

The battery cell is contained in a thermal chamber (Model 105A
est Equity) that has a controllable temperature range from −40 ◦C
o 130 ◦C. The battery and the thermal chamber are connected to a
ycler (Arbin Instruments, Model BT-2000) that can provide up to
5 kW at 0.5–5 V. The cycler is controlled by a HIL controller that

imulates the vehicle energy management system.
The major functions of the HIL controller include: transferring

nformation and commands between the components (such as
elaying power commands based on vehicle requirements), record-
ng data (mainly cell voltages, currents, and temperatures), and
verseeing battery performance parameters and their limits to
void battery abuse.

The HIL system has the flexibility to use either a vehicle model
o generate power requirements at different driving conditions,
r vehicle-level signals taken from actual test vehicles. A more
etailed illustration of the battery cell HIL setup using a vehicle
odel is provided elsewhere [8]. In this work, profiles of required

owers from actual vehicles are taken and provided to the HIL
ontroller as inputs, since they are more representative of on-
oad vehicle operations. The vehicle-level signals are processed and
caled for the cell-level HIL system.

The HIL controller has the option to command the required pow-
rs directly to the cycler within the hardware limits, or to adjust
he required powers based on the allowable SOC usage window or
ractical power capability in order to test the battery under the
ear real vehicle operating conditions.

. Battery algorithm verification procedure

In this study, the HIL bench is used extensively to verify the
ccuracy of battery algorithms, and a systematic approach is taken
o formulate the verification procedure. Fig. 2 illustrates the proce-
ure and schematic of the verification process.

First, the battery capability check test is run to check the capac-
ty of the battery. After being properly initialized, the battery then
uns through a profile of required powers (called a verification cycle
rofile) on the HIL bench.

At the end of the power profile, a SOC test or a charging (or
ischarging) power capability test is conducted. The SOC test is
o measure how much the energy left in a battery by fully dis-
harging it empty at 1 C rate (i.e., at a current that discharges the
ominal capacity in 1 h) to its minimum operating voltage. The
harging (or discharging) power test is to measure the maximum
ower of the battery by charging (or discharging) the battery to
pre-determined ceiling (or floor) voltage level. The ceiling (or

oor) voltage is determined based on the maximum (or minimum)
perating voltage along with the requirements to meet maximum
urrent limits as in vehicle operations.

The battery model takes measured voltages, currents, and tem-
eratures of the battery from HIL testing as inputs, and predicts the
OC and power capabilities over time. At the end of the verification
ycle, the predictions of SOC and power capabilities are compared
ith those measured in the SOC test and the charging/discharging
ower tests. The power capabilities include the charging and dis-
harging power capabilities instantaneously, 2 s, and 10 s after the
erification cycle. Then the accuracy of the battery algorithm is
ssessed and reported.

. Results and discussions
In this study, two different battery cells were tested on the HIL
ench: one is a lithium-ion battery with a conventional metal oxide
athode; the other is a lithium-ion battery with an iron phosphate
LiFePO4) cathode. The data from HIL testing were used to test and
erify the embedded battery algorithms that can be implemented
Minimum OPERATING Voltage (V) 2.7
Diameter (mm) 40
Length (mm) 92

in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehi-
cles (PHEVs), extended-range electric vehicles (EREVs), and electric
vehicles (EVs). The two different batteries were selected as repre-
sentative examples to illustrate the battery algorithm verification
and development procedure. The lithium-ion battery is a power
battery for HEV applications, while the LiFePO4 lithium-ion battery
is an energy battery for applications in PHEVs, EREVs, and EVs.

5.1. Conventional lithium-ion battery

Table 1 lists the specifications of the conventional lithium-ion
battery cell. It is a cylindrical cell with a nominal voltage of 3.6 V
and a nominal capacity of 4.5 Ah.

A battery capacity check test was run first to check the capacity
of the battery cell. The conventional lithium-ion battery cell sample
has a checked capacity of 4.5 Ah.

To verify the accuracy of SOC and power capability predictions,
a power profile recorded from an actual vehicle driven over the
US Federal Test Procedure (FTP) cycle was used in the battery cell
HIL. It is a charge-neutral power profile. Fig. 3 shows the conven-
tional lithium-ion battery cell voltage, current, and power during
the verification cycle. Note that there are three 500 W (nominal
power) charging pulses and three 500 W discharging pulses in the
Fig. 3. Conventional lithium-ion battery cell voltage, current, and power profiles
over the verification cycle.
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ig. 4. Predicted SOC, SOCAh, and SOCV of the conventional lithium-ion battery cell
ver the verification cycle.

ssessed at various dynamic and static conditions for a HEV appli-
ation, as discussed in the following sections.

.1.1. SOC prediction verification
Fig. 4 shows the predicted SOC, SOCAh, and SOCV of the conven-

ional lithium-ion battery cell during the verification cycle. Note
hat the SOCV signal quickly corrected from its initial value, and
as very similar trend to that of SOCAh. It is also indicated that the
eighting factor of SOCV is relatively small in this case. As shown

n Fig. 4, SOC signals are overlying very closely with SOCAh, which
ndicates the strong dependence of SOC predictions on SOCAh. At
he end of the verification cycle, the SOC was predicted to be
4.3%.

To verify its accuracy, the battery cell was put to rest for 1 h
fter the verification cycle, and then a SOC test was conducted. The

OC test is basically to discharge the battery cell at 1 C rate until it
s empty, and then the actual SOC and the error in SOC prediction
re determined. Fig. 5 shows the conventional lithium-ion battery
ell voltage, current, and power during the SOC test. By integrating
he current over time, the measured SOC after the verification cycle
as shown to be 58.4%.

ig. 6. Measured powers of the conventional lithium-ion battery cell during the verific
apabilities.
Fig. 5. Conventional lithium-ion battery cell voltage, current, and power measure-
ments during the SOC test after the verification cycle.

5.1.2. Power capability prediction verification
During the verification cycle, the battery algorithm predicts

the power capabilities of the conventional lithium-ion battery
cell dynamically. Fig. 6 plots the charging and discharging power
capabilities predicted by the lithium-ion battery algorithm, com-
pared with the actual power measurements of the cell at 25 ◦C.
As shown, the battery algorithm can predict 2 s and 10 s power
capabilities reasonably well. The measured power pulses are
bounded by the predicted 2 s and 10 s power capabilities, which
indicates that the battery cell has sufficient power capabilities
to provide the instantaneous power required over the whole
cycle.

After the verification cycle, charging and discharging power
tests were conducted to further verify the accuracy of power
capability predictions. The voltage of the battery cell after the verifi-
cation cycle was about 3.7 V. For the charging power test (see Fig. 7),

the ceiling voltage was set to the maximum operating voltage 4.1 V
and the power charged to the battery cell was measured. For the
discharging power test (see Fig. 8), the floor voltage was set to 3.3 V
to meet the maximum current limits and the power discharged

ation cycle at 25 ◦C, compared with 2 s and 10 s charging and discharging power
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Fig. 9. Comparison between measured and predicted charging power capabilities
by the conventional lithium-ion battery algorithm after the verification cycle.

Table 2
Specifications of the LiFePO4 lithium-ion battery cell.

Nominal voltage (V) 3.3
Nominal capacity (Ah) 15
Peak current (A) 250
Maximum operating voltage (V) 3.6
Minimum operating voltage (V) 2.0

predicted. For longer power pulses, Rct makes a major contribution
and the overlap is less important, and hence the model has a better
predictive accuracy.
ig. 7. Conventional lithium-ion battery cell voltage, current, and power measure-
ents during the charging power test after the verification cycle.

as measured. The charging and discharging power tests lasted for
0 s. The power capability predictions instantaneously, 2 s, and 10 s
fter the verification cycle were recorded and compared with the
easurements.
Fig. 9 demonstrates the accuracy of power capability predic-

ions by the conventional lithium-ion battery algorithm after the
erification cycle at 25 ◦C. The predicted instantaneous, 2 s, and
0 s charging powers agree very well with the measured charging
ower capabilities within 5% at 25 ◦C. It is observed that the discrep-
ncy between predictions and measurements at 0.1 s is larger than
hat at 2 s and 10 s. It was attributed to the fact that there is always
ome overlap between regressed high-frequency ohmic resistance
Rohm) and charge transfer resistance (Rct) values. In other words,
egressed Rohm value contains some small fraction of Rct. This is

n artifact of the simplification that the battery equivalent circuit
odel makes of the electrochemical system, and also of the fact that

he frequency of the input data waveforms is not always matched
o the characteristic frequency of each parameter. As a result, for

ig. 8. Conventional lithium-ion battery cell voltage, current, and power measure-
ents during the discharging power test after the verification cycle.
Thickness (mm) 7.5
Width (mm) 150
Length (mm) 202

short power pulses whose behavior should be dominated by Rohm,
the slight overlap of Rohm and Rct causes the power to be under-
Fig. 10. LiFePO4 lithium-ion battery cell voltage, current, and power measurements
during the verification cycle.
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Fig. 11. Predicted SOC, SOCAh, and SOCV of the LiFePO4 lithium-ion battery cell over
the verification cycle.
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ig. 12. LiFePO4 lithium-ion battery cell voltage, current, and power measurements
uring the SOC test after the verification cycle.

.2. LiFePO4 lithium-ion battery

The second battery cell that was tested on HIL bench was a
iFePO4 lithium-ion battery cell, and its specifications are listed
n Table 2. It is a prismatic cell with a nominal voltage of 3.3 V
nd a nominal capacity of 15 Ah. This study presents only the val-
dation of SOC prediction of the battery algorithm for the LiFePO4
ithium-ion battery, while the power capability prediction is still
nder development.

First the capacity of the battery cell was checked. The LiFePO4
ithium-ion battery cell sample has a checked capacity of 14.05 Ah.

Fig. 10 shows the verification test cycle that was taken from
nother development vehicle for the LiFePO4 lithium-ion battery

ell. Fig. 11 compares the SOC, SOCAh, and SOCV predicted by the
iFePO4 lithium-ion battery algorithm over the verification cycle.
s shown, the weighting of SOCV was significant. The SOC after

he verification cycle was predicted to be 59.6%. Note that the ini-
ial SOC of the battery model at the beginning of the verification

[

[

rces 195 (2010) 2969–2974

cycle was set to 43% on purpose, while the battery cell tested in HIL
started with an initial SOC of 50%. The initial value for SOC was set
to 43% in order to verify the accuracy of the battery algorithm at
randomly selected initial conditions and how well the battery algo-
rithm may correct from an incorrect SOC initial value adaptively.

After the verification cycle, a SOC test was conducted to verify
the accuracy of the SOC prediction. Fig. 12 illustrates the voltage,
current, and power measurements during the SOC test. The mea-
sured SOC after the verification cycle was 50.2%. The discrepancy
between the measured and predicted SOC is attributed to a larger
error in SOCV that is primarily caused by the characteristics of a
flat open-circuit voltage Voc over a wide range of SOC as well as
hysteresis for the LiFePO4 lithium-ion battery.

6. Conclusions

A battery cell-level HIL system was implemented and employed
to validate and develop the battery algorithms for a conventional
lithium-ion battery and a LiFePO4 lithium-ion battery. A system-
atic verification procedure was formulated to verify the accuracy
of SOC and power capability predictions of various battery algo-
rithms.

The SOC predictions of the conventional lithium-ion battery
algorithm were verified with a charge-neutral power profile
recorded from an actual vehicle driven over the FTP cycle. At
the end of the verification cycle, the SOC was predicted to be
54.3%, compared with the measurement of 58.4%. The tested power
capabilities of the conventional lithium-ion battery include the
instantaneous, short-term, and long-term charging/discharging
power capabilities at 25 ◦C. The power capability predictions of
the battery algorithm are reasonable; the predicted instantaneous,
2 s and 10 s charging power capabilities agree very well with the
measurements within 5%.

The SOC predictions of the LiFePO4 lithium-ion battery algo-
rithm were verified with a power profile recorded from an actual
vehicle driven over a different verification cycle. At the end of the
verification cycle, the SOC was predicted to be 59.6%, compared
with the measurement of 50.2%.

The HIL testing data provided critical guidance for further devel-
opment and improvement of the battery algorithms, especially
their power capability predictions. This accelerates overall system
development process and reduces the cost of the hybrid/electric
vehicle development.
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